
General Information

CONTACT INFORMATION
info@cdfifriendlybtown.org
(651) 500-9968

MAILING ADDRESS
100 South College Ave, Suite 240
Bloomington, IN 47404

WHAT IS A CDFI?

CDFI stands for Community Development Finance Institution. While a CDFI can take many forms, the following are some 
of their attributes:

LEGAL FINANCING ENTITY: Private financial institutions (non-governmental, but certified by US Treasury)

INSTITUTION TYPES: Loan funds, Venture funds, Banks, Credit unions

PRIMARY MISSION: 100% dedicated to delivering responsible, affordable lending to help low-income, low-wealth, 
and other disadvantaged people and communities

ASSISTANCE: Provides development services and technical assistance in conjunction with its financing activities

TARGET MARKET: Primarily serves one or more target markets and maintains accountability to its defined target 
market

MODEL: Profitable but not profit-maximizing, accountable to community and mission rather than shareholder

WHO USES CDFIS?

Some examples of CDFI-funded projects are: Affordable housing developments, healthcare professional training 
programs, pre-K education facilities, and even a family food truck looking to go brick and mortar.

WHAT IS THE CDFI FRIENDLY BLOOMINGTON MODEL?

South central Indiana is an area full of people innovating and seeking opportunities to jumpstart their ideas, but sometimes 
need help getting connected to existing CDFIs who may be unfamiliar with this market. CDFI Friendly Bloomington 
performs the following functions to help potential borrowers get CDFI funding:

Identifying and developing prospective CDFI investment opportunities in region

Marketing of prospective CDFI investment opportunities to CDFIs 

Providing enhancement financing via CFB Capital to complete investments in and around Bloomington

Working with potential borrowers and CDFIs to provide technical assistance and coordination

COMMUNITIES CONSUMERS BUSINESSES

Public facilities, affordable housing, 
childcare, infrastructure

Credit enhancement, mortgage assistance, 
auto loans

Small businesses, microenterprises, 
nonprofit organizations, commercial real 
estate, and affordable housing
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HOW DID WE START?

Support for more CDFI-funded projects in the area originated from numerous places in the area. Leaders from the 
business, non-profit, and political sectors convened in 2017 to determine how CDFIs could impact the development of 
Bloomington and south-central Indiana. After much discussion, the team arrived at the CDFI Friendly model as an entirely 
new approach to attracting community partners and supporting projects in the region.

OUR SERVICE AREA

SUCCESS STORY: KINSER FLATS

CDFI Friendly Bloomington, Indiana Housing and Development Authority, the City of Bloomington, Centerstone, and other 
community leaders partnered with CDFI Cinnaire to create Kinser Flats, a 50-unit complex that will serve as a home for 
individuals suffering from drug and mental -health related ailments.
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Our name is CDFI Friendly Bloomington, but our service area extends to 
the following counties: 


